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sustainable LATEST NEWS

Major Partnership
Sustainable is proud to announce that we have entered a long-term major partnership with the
Equestrian Sporting Club - Warwick Horse Trials (WHT, Morgan Park).
It is our passion for excellence and attention to detail that places our
company among the front runners of sustainable design and construction,
both locally and nationally. Sustainable achieves this by our commitment
to long term visions, pushing boundaries beyond our clients’ expectations.
“Our sights are always set on future proof and timeless developments.
What is often seen as impossible, we see as possible.” - Brett McKenzie
(Sustainable CEO).

“What is often seen
as impossible, we
see as possible.” —
Brett McKenzie |
Sustainable CEO

To many, it is no surprise that Queensland is well behind in providing
particular high level sporting facilities and opportunities for emerging
athletes and individuals to excel in their sport of choice. This is especially
so in the equestrian field. Our commitment to Warwick Horse Trials is to share our expertise with
a focus on long-term master planning and development of a world class equestrian precinct to
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provide those critical opportunities for emerging QLD athletes
to excel to the highest level in their own back yard.
Over the last 18 months, we have extensively conducted a
detailed total site plotting exercise to enable a comprehensive
and strategic Sustainable® Master Plan for the development
of an exceptional and world class multi-discipline equestrian
centre.
The Sustainable Team is excited to share our knowledge and
vision in partnership with Warwick Horse Trials Committee to
“Have A Crack”, dream big and get our hands dirty in the
support of our valued athletes.
We have already started rolling the project out, so watch this
space for our exciting plans to be released next week.
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How is ‘The
Kingfisher’
Performing?
A catch up with ‘The
King sher’ owner, Tobias
Vo l b e r t , r e v e a l e d a n
excellent passive
performance from his
2017-built Recipe Home.

PROTECT x Sustainable
Podcast Episode —
“Building Sustainable Communities”
Sustainable CEO, Brett McKenzie, presented as a guest
speaker on the PROTECT Podcast, hosted by Angela Fedele.
The PROTECT Podcast is an “environmental podcast” created
and hosted by Melbourne-based journalist, Angela Fedele.
Angela’s podcast explores relevant social topics relating to
sustainability and protecting the environment. PROTECT
Podcast can be reached by all streaming platforms, including:
Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Overcast Radio, Google Podcasts, etc.
“Building Sustainable Communities” briefly explains the
importance of engaging sustainable principles within
residential design processes. Angela and Brett’s discussion
only lightly touches the depths of understanding sustainability
and its benefits from a design, performance and community
point of view. This podcast episode outlines the relevance of
sustainability within the building industry across Australia,
with particular focus on creating future developments that
reflect truly sustainable communities.

Due to their prior decision
to install solar panels & a
solar hot water system,
Tobias & Hilke are saving a
lot of money on electricity
expenses every quarter.
Their solar investment has
already been paid off in full,
highlighting the amazing
passive performance of the
Recipe Home design.
An excellent review on the
water tanks, holding
24,000L, is not only saving
the Volbert’s additional
money, but is also enabling
them to be water smart.
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